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I. Introduction: Gospel Writers’ Arrangement 

A. Matthew was telling a story about Jesus - something he wanted his readers to 
know. He, and the other gospel writers, arranged the events of Jesus’ ministry 
for a particular audience facing particular obstacles to their faith.


B. Compare: My story about Becky 

1. I don’t tell a chronological story, though, like Matthew, I may begin with her 

interesting lineage and brief details about her upbringing. 

2. I want you to know something about her, but not her chronological story. So 

do the gospel writers about Jesus.

3. Matthew’s agenda: Remain faithful in the Messiah.


II. Matthew context 

A. Written in the 50s or 60s to believers in and around Jerusalem. A discipleship 
manual.


B. Written prior to the fall of Jerusalem in AD 70 as a result of the Jewish-Roman 
War.


C. The Jerusalem Church stayed in Jerusalem despite Jesus’ prophecy that it 
would fall.


D. 28 chapters and almost the last 3rd of the book is devoted to Jesus’ final week 
of ministry before his crucifixion. These chapters are obviously important.


III. It All Begins at Chapter 21 

A. Triumphal Entry into Jerusalem 

1. The King Reveals Himself: Jesus had largely laid low during his ministry, 
probably to avoid being prematurely heralded as Messiah, which might have 
started a rebellion (Jerusalem was a tense place during this time)


2. Note: ancient emperors often entered a city this way in order to be heralded 
and as a sign that living under their rule brought promises of peace.
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B. Cleansed the Temple, driving out moneychangers  

1. The King is cleaning house, indicting corrupt religious leaders


2. Healing the sick 

a) Revealing that Jesus is the center of healing and restoration, not the 
Temple any more. 
1

b) In a few days, these people will see him hanging on a cross: he is leaving 

an indelible impression on their minds that he is indeed mighty to save, 
that his life is not taken from him, but given away.


c) He is forecasting a new world, the Age To Come, in which God’s rule 
will fully be brought to bear on the world and his rule is good. (Right now, 
the kingdom is in seedling form - mustard seedling. Remember, last 
week’s message about the kingdom being a mustard seed. It only 
appears insignificant and harmless. But Aslan in on the move!)


C. Next Day: Curses Fig Tree (21:18-22) 
1. The inclusion of this particular story reveals that Jesus wasn’t “hangry.”  That 

tree represented the spiritual state of Israel: planted, watered, and fruitless. 

Therefore, Israel will be judged by God because she had rejected the 
Messiah.


2. Israel rejected Jesus, despite having the Law and Prophets to help them 
anticipate the coming of the Messiah


D. The Fig Tree sets the stage for the rest of Matthew’s gospel, not least of which 
is Jesus’s crucifixion.


1. Demonstrated by the religious leaders’ hard hearts as they question Jesus’ 

authority

2. Jesus tells parables about how the kingdom will not be given to them, but to 

prostitutes and tax collectors. In Matthew 21:43, Jesus said - remember the 
fig tree - “that the kingdom of God will be…given to a people producing its 
fruits.” 
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3. Then the religious leaders raised their game, attempting to overthrow Jesus’ 

credibility by trapping him in his words - which they failed at miserably.


4. Chapter 23 is a harrowing passage in which Jesus pronounces woe’s, or 

curses, upon the religious leaders who have led an entire nation of God’s 
people astray. 


5. And the chapter concludes with Jesus’ haunting lament over Jerusalem in 
23:37-39: “O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the prophets and 
stones those who are sent to it! How often would I have gathered your 
children together as a hen gathers her brood under her wings, and you were 
not willing! 38 See, your house is left to you desolate. 39 For I tell you, you 
will not see me again, until you say, ‘Blessed is he who comes in the name of 
the Lord.’”


!
IV. Text: Matthew 24: Jesus is functioning as king/judge, doling out curses and 

blessings 
A. v. 1-14: “Jesus left the temple and was going away, when his disciples came to 

point out to him the buildings of the temple. 2 But he answered them, “You see 
all these, do you not? Truly, I say to you, there will not be left here one stone 
upon another that will not be thrown down. 3 As he sat on the Mount of Olives, 
the disciples came to him privately, saying, “Tell us, when will these things be, 
and what will be the sign of your coming and of the end of the age?” 4 And 
Jesus answered them, “See that no one leads you astray. 5 For many will come 
in my name, saying, ‘I am the Christ,’ and they will lead many astray. 6 And you 
will hear of wars and rumors of wars. See that you are not alarmed, for this must 
take place, but the end is not yet. 7 For nation will rise against nation, and 
kingdom against kingdom, and there will be famines and earthquakes in various 
places. 8 All these are but the beginning of the birth pains. 9 “Then they will 
deliver you up to tribulation and put you to death, and you will be hated by all 
nations for my name’s sake. 10 And then many will fall awayand betray one 
another and hate one another. 11 And many false prophets will arise and lead 
many astray. 12 And because lawlessness will be increased, the love of many 
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will grow cold. 13 But the one who endures to the end will be saved. 14 And this 
gospel of the kingdom will be proclaimed throughout the whole world as a 
testimony to all nations, and then the end will come.”

1. Three questions Jesus’ disciples ask:


a) When will Jerusalem be judged (the temple destroyed)?

b) The sign of your coming (when Jesus will present himself as the glorious 

king)?

c) When will be the end of the this age?


2. Matthew 24 is sort of convoluted, largely because Jesus is answering three 
questions at once. 


3. [See table on slide]…


!
B. Prophecy: You can always find a hook of truth on which you can hang your hat - 

a clear, unmistakeable truth. And the truth in this convoluted passage has 
everything to do with the future and the present.


Futurist Preterist (Latin: “Past”)

Wars, rumors of wars, 
famines, earthquakes (:6-14)

World-wide events preceding 
2nd Coming of Christ

Jewish-Roman War leading to 
Jerusalem destruction in AD 70

Abomination of Desolation !
(:15)

Image of demonized global 
leader, Antichrist, placed in the 
Temple in the last days

Emperor Gaius Caligula attempt 
to erect a statue of himself in the 
Temple (AD 40); Roman 
standards surround Temple in 70

Tribulation; leave belongings 
and run to mountains (:16-26)

Great Tribulation: Persecution of 
church preceding 2nd Coming

Events preceding Jerusalem 
destruction

Coming of the Son of Man !
(:27-28)

2nd Coming of Christ at the end 
of the age

Jesus’ vindication at Jerusalem’s 
destruction in AD 70 (Note: 
“vutures,” v. 28)

Watchfulness (:29-51) Every generation of believers 
must remain loyal to Jesus 
ahead of his 2nd Coming

1st century Jerusalem church 
must remain loyal to Jesus 
ahead of impending Roman 
invasion (Note: Matthew written 
in 50s or 60s before AD 70)

Common Spiritual and moral wakefulness through tough times and in 
anticipation of tough times.
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C. v. 36-44: “But concerning that day and hour no one knows, not even the angels 
of heaven, nor the Son, but the Father only. 37 For as were the days of Noah, so 
will be the coming of the Son of Man. 38 For as in those days before the flood 
they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day 
when Noah entered the ark, 39 and they were unaware until the flood came and 
swept them all away, so will be the coming of the Son of Man. 40 Then two men 
will be in the field; one will be taken and one left. 41 Two women will be grinding 
at the mill; one will be taken and one left. 42 Therefore, stay awake, for you do 
not know on what day your Lord is coming. 43 But know this, that if the master 
of the house had known in what part of the night the thief was coming, he would 
have stayed awake and would not have let his house be broken into. 44 
Therefore you also must be ready, for the Son of Man is coming at an hour you 
do not expect.”

1. Notice what it is that keeps us from being spiritually and morally awake : 2

caught up in the cares of life. The people whom God judged in the time of 
Noah were the most evil people on earth. Yet Jesus doesn’t indict them for 
their depraved immorality. Their sin is that they’re asleep. 


2. Do you take comfort in the fact that you aren’t a “bad guy?”  Because 

that’s not the metric God uses. Remember Matthew 13 parable of the 

sower? The seed that fell and was choked by the thorns represented people 
who were given over to the cares of the world. Little maintenance went into 
their walk with Christ because of all the work, passion, and devotion they put 
into designing and following their own path through this life. Is that you? Are 
you asleep?


3. N.T. Wright, in his excellent and very accessible commentary on the Gospel 
of Matthew, told a story related to this very thing. One day, a group of thirty 
or so people dropped by his historic house for a tour. This was arranged 
months earlier and the whole family had forgotten. They came to the door 
and he quickly sent them out to the garden to buy his family some time to 
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furiously tidy up the house. He went on to make this comment, “You can tidy 
a house in a few minutes, if you put your mind to it. But you can’t reverse the 
direction of a whole life…”  
3

V. Closing Illustration: Watchfulness 
We are told throughout the New Testament to watch, to be on alert, to have sober 
minds and strong character as it pertains to the Second Coming of Christ (1 Peter 4:7). 
To those of us accustomed to starchy, rigid Christendom, this concept probably repels 
us. While we read these words or hear these words, our minds are writing their own 
captions: “God is no fun…God wants to remove joy from my life…God wants me to 
always be serious and a kill-joy." But this doesn’t jive with Paul’s definition of the 
kingdom of God, “righteous, peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit” (Romans 14:17). Why 
the command to be sober, or watchful? 

!
Recently, some dear friends were passing through and stayed with us overnight. After a 
great dinner and once our kids were all in bed, we enjoyed conversation well into the 
early morning hours. At some point, we began to soberly reminisce about old times - 
harder times. We began to talk about how stupid and destructive we all used to be 
before we really picked up our crosses to follow Jesus. Christianity, to us, was 
previously more like a hobby. But as we entered our twenties, sin began to leave a dark 
footprint in our lives. It thwarted our relationship with God. It all stole life from us. Some 
of our sin was more explicit and scandalous than others. But we knew we were all 
equally broken in the eyes of God - equally in need of redemption. Then we began to 
talk about Jesus’ entry into our lives. 

!
We began to talk about what it was that was the turning point. And there were two 
things that stuck out: One, each of us were lovingly pierced by the Spirit. Each of us 
were haunted by him, convicted by him, and drawn to truth by him. Our sin, though it 
was fun in the moment, left us struggling with relentless shame. So we began to realize 
that God was better. The momentary happiness that sin brought began to lose its 
luster. The taste of freedom, though not as scandalously sensual, left us feeling clean, 
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clear-thinking, and like we regained our humanity. (For me, this freedom opened up a 
whole world of talents and interests I didn’t even know I had, from a growing love for 
literature to rich conversation over a cup of well-brewed coffee -  things I neglected 
entirely when I was blind and in the dark.)  So we desperately wanted to change. But 
as habitual sin and addictive tendencies go, we still had to walk it out. And each of us 
talked at length about how we have had to learn how to retrain our minds to think in a 
different way. Each of us was saying that sobriety was our salvation. And this was the 
second thing. We all had to embrace focus, restraint, and vigilance in the Messiah. It’s 
knowing what each of our respective triggers are that gives birth to acting out; to 
medicating. It’s knowing that on the days we feel strongest, we are very weak. And on 
the days we feel weakest, we have the Lord’s strength at our backs. It means that part 
of fearing God is to respect the stealthy, deceptive, overtaking power of sin (1 Peter 
5:8) - power that we will one day be entirely free of when Christ returns and reigns over 
the earth and we with him. And this is a third thing that, though it didn’t come up in 
conversation, is essential to our remaining vigilant. One day, we won’t have to ever 
again fight, resist, or overcome. Some preachers try to tell us that we can have that 
now. Lives completely free of any vice or tribulation. They’re wrong. That promise is 
only for the new world that God is creating. The problem is that we all once thought 
this way. For us, deliverance meant that these sensual feelings should just vanish. Go 
away. Our prayers were cries for freedom. They were sincere prayers, but we were 
misguided. We wanted temptation to just leave, but that’s not the way it happens. So 
we had to adopt a biblical approach to walking in daily repentance. We had to, as the 
word repentance means, “turn from our sin.”  We had to become sober. We couldn’t 
ever phone it in again. Every day was a fight. But God is with us.

!
That doesn’t mean that we can’t walk in freedom now. Though we must fight, we can 
overcome. The Spirit is with us, empowering us, filling us!  As a matter of fact, Satan’s 
power has been destroyed over our lives (1 John 3:8). We are no longer sons and 
daughters of this world. And this vigilance is fueled by the hope of the new world. That 
will be our ultimate respite. 

!
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For now, we remain watchful.


!
V.   Prayer 

VI.  The Lord’s Supper: Memorializing his death throughout the present age 
!
!
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